
From Kettle & The Port:
Read the following with

Buffalo Sweat
Tallgrass Brewing Company, Manhattan KS

Described as rich, creamy, and sweet with a lingering finish
like chocolate chip cookies made with espresso. If you've
tried other dark beers without success, this one may change
your mind.

A Game of Thrones : TheA Game of Thrones : The
Graphic Novel. Volume 1Graphic Novel. Volume 1
by Daniel Abraham
The kingdom of the royal Stark family faces
its ultimate challenge in the onset of a
generation-long winter, the poisonous plots
of the rival Lannisters, the emergence of the
Neverborn demons and the arrival of
barbarian hordes.

KildarKildar
by John Ringo
After making an enemy out of virtually every
terrorist on the planet, not to mention at least
five governments, former SEAL Mike Harmon,
the hero of Ghost, is looking for the perfect
place to retire and buy a farm, all the while
dealing with Chechen terrorists and other
enemies.

Monty Python's the Meaning ofMonty Python's the Meaning of
LifeLife
A farcical view of life, heaven, birth and war,
shown in the several skit-adventures made
famous by the Monty Python crew.

The Port Library
1718 N Hersey
Beloit, Kansas 67420-2748
785-738-3936
portlibrary.weebly.com
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At All CostsAt All Costs
by David Weber
Honor Harrington has been called to
command Eighth Fleet against the Republic of
Haven, but when she discovers the Star
Kingdom is badly outnumbered by the
Republic's fleet, the cost of victory will be
agonizingly high.

Ready player oneReady player one
by Ernest Cline
Immersing himself in a mid-21st-century
technological virtual utopia to escape an ugly
real world of famine, poverty and disease,
Wade Watts joins an increasingly violent effort
to solve a series of puzzles by the virtual
world's super-wealthy creator, who has

promised that the winner will be his heir.

The name of the windThe name of the wind
by Patrick Rothfuss
A hero named Kvothe, now living under an
assumed name as the humble proprietor of
an inn, recounts his transformation from a
magically gifted young man into the most
notorious wizard, musician, thief, and
assassin in his world

Fables : book oneFables : book one
by Bill Willingham
Forced into exile after a savage creature
known as the Adversary conquered the
fabled lands of legends and fairy tales, the
infamous inhabitants of folklore created
their own peaceful and secret society in
New York within an exclusive luxury
apartment building called Fabletown.

Raising SteamRaising Steam
by Terry Pratchett
Change is afoot in Ankh-Morpork--
Discworld's first steam engine has arrived,
and once again master of the Post Office
Moist von Lipwig finds himself with a new
and challenging job.

Fantasy and Science FictionFantasy and Science Fiction
Founded in 1949, F&SF Magazine is the
award-winning original publisher of classics
like Stephen King's Dark Tower, Daniel
Keyes's Flowers for Algernon, and many
more. Each bimonthly issue offers
compelling short fiction, opinions on books,
films and science, and humor from our
cartoonists and writers.
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